Abstract. The paper presents an analytical method in order to obtain the electromagnetic field distribution in an axial flux slotted permanent magnet machine under no-load conditions. The method solves the Laplace equation in the gap of an slotted machine via magnetic scalar potential. Once the magnetic scalar potential is defined, the magnetic flux density components are computed.. Results issued from the proposed model are compared with those stemming from a 3D finite-element method (FEM) simulation. In addition to permanent magnet machines, this technique can be applied to any 2D geometry with the restriction that the geometry should consist of rectangular regions.
Introduction
The axial flux permanent magnet (AFPM) machine is an attractive alternative to the radial flux permanent magnet machines due to its pancake shape, compact construction and high power density. AFPM machines are suitable for electrical vehicles, pumps, fans, etc. Since a large number of poles can be accommodated, this machines are ideal for low speed applications, as wind generators. The low speed generator does not require step-up gearbox in power transmission between the turbine and the generator, improving the reliability of the system and reducing the maintenance costs.
The knowledge of the flux density waveform is essential for the prediction of the motor performance. While numerical methods for field computation such as finiteelement method provide an accurate method to determine the flux density distributions in electrical machines, they are time-consuming and do not provide enough insight as compared with analytical solutions. Analytical methods allow to obtain the expression of the flux density waveform by means of solving the Laplace or Poisson equation in the studied region via the magnetic scalar potential ( [1] - [4] , [7] ) or the magnetic vector potential ( [5] , [6] , [8] - [10] ), using current sheets to model the magnets and the armature current ( [7] , [8] ), employing magnetic circuit theory ( [9] ) or applying conformal mapping ( [9] - [11] ). If the studied machine is an slotted one, the effects of the slots can be taken into account directly in the studied geometry ([4] - [6] , [9] - [11] ) or can be obtained starting from the expression of an slotless machine an introducing the Carter´s coefficient ( [1] , [7] ) or a permeance coefficient ([3] ).
In this paper, we proposed a method which solves de Laplace's equation in the air gap of the machine via the scalar potential, using Fourier series and a set of boundary conditions, and taking into account the slotting of the machine. Once the magnetic scalar potential is defined, the magnetic flux density components are computed.
Description of the method
The method, which we call Fourier series method, was pointed by Hague [17] who calculated the magnetic field of linear currents in an air-gap with concentric circular cylindrical boundaries. Later, Nene [18] applies this technique to calculate the magnetic scalar potential distribution in rectangular regions with at least one known not null boundary condition. If there are known not null potential distributions on more than one boundary, the solution is obtained by applying the superposition theorem, by defining several simpler problems. With interconnected regions, the problem becomes increasingly difficult, although the technique is quite straightforward.
We applied this technique to an axial flux machine with three phases, eight poles and 24 slots. The inner rotor has 8 permanent magnets surface mounted, which are axially magnetised. The two outer slotted stator cores have an infinite permeability (which implies that the cores surface are equipotential). Its geometry is showed in the figure 1a, where m l is the magnet axial lenght, L is the stator core axial lenght and g is the gap thickness.
Looking radially inwards onto the machine and ignoring curvature, allows the machine to be represented as shown in figure 1b, where the x-coordinate represents the circumferential direction and the y-coordinate the axial direction. This model assumes the radial direction to be infinite. By symmetry, only a half of the geometry is studied. We will apply the method of Fourier Series simplified geometry in two dimensions, in order to find the distribution of the scalar potential in the gap of the machine, considering the machine open circuit, ie, under no load conditions.
As discussed below, we need to know the value of the scalar magnetic potential on the surface of the magnets. To determine this value, we will study a slotless machine, in which the effect of the slots have been taken into account using the Carter's coefficient [1] , [11] , and then approach the study of the slotted machine. The Carter's coefficient is a factor that specifies how much an air gap must be increased analytically to take into account the presence of slots.
[20] provides several analytical expressions for Carter's coefficient. Figure 2 shows the two dimensional geometry of the slotless machine. This two dimensional geometry can be reduced further by exploiting the symmetries than results from the repeating magnetic structure. Specifically, the field is symmetric about the vertical centre line of each pole and about the horizontal centre line of the magnets. The dashed line encloses this reduced geometry. Figure 3 shows the reduced geometry that reflects this geometry along with a cartesian reference frame that is used for the analysis below. In this figure,  m is the magnet width,  f the magnet spacer width and  p is the magnetic pole pitch. The airgap/magnet regions are subdivided into four homogeneous sub-regions designated I, II, III and IV in figure 3 . However, to simplify the analysis, sub-regions II, III and IV are combined by assuming that the magnet spacer is occupied by permanent magnet material but the magnet is fully magnetized only in sub-regions II and III and unmagnetized in sub-region IV. The corresponding cartesian component of magnetization, y M , is shown in figure 4 and the new reduced geometry is shown in figure  5 . The magnetization distribution along the x-direction can be expanded into Fourier series
Slotless machine
where 0 0 even
with B r represents the remanence of the magnet and  m is the magnet fraction and is defined as:
The magnetostatic field equations for current-free regions are:
where H is the magnetic field strength and B is the magnetic flux density. The two fields are coupled by:
in the airgap region and
in the permanent magnet region, where M is the magnetization vector (   y M M j ),  r the relative permeability of the magnet and
is the permeability of free space. Equation (4) allows us to define a scalar magnetic potential, v , such us:
Magnetic field strength vector H components are deduced from v by:
Substituting equations (8) and (6) or (7) in (5), reduces the magnetostatic Maxwell equation to a Laplace or Poisson equation, given by:
in the airgap region, and
in the magnet region. As the magnet poles posses only the y-direction magnetization, the divergence of the magnetization vector is zero. Therefore, the scalar potential in both regions, , ,
Solving equation (12) by the method of separation of variables [19] , we obtain the general solution in region I:
( cos cosh cos sinh sin cosh sin sinh )
and in region II:
where the constants (13) and (14), provide us with the expression of the scalar potential in region I:
and region II:
The expressions of the magnetic field strength components and the magnetic flux density components can be obtained using the equations (9) and (6).
In order to verify the expressions obtained by the previous calculations, some 3D FEM simulations have been made with FLUX3D software. The numerical values of the main parameters are given in Table 1 . Fig. 6 shows a comparison between the scalar magnetic potential over the magnet surface for the analytical proposed method and the FEM versus the magnet spacer width. It can be seen that there are a very good agreement between the analytical results and simulations obtained with 3D FEM software. We can also observe that in all cases, even when there is no separation between the magnets, the potential on the surface of the magnet changes smoothly between a magnet and another, not being an instantaneous change. The value reaches the scalar potential in the center of the magnet, 0 V , is equal to 3284 A v  . 
Slotted machine:
Once you know the value of the scalar potential on the surface of the magnet, we are able to apply the Fourier series method to the slot machine shown in Figure 1b , in order to obtain the distribution of magnetic scalar potential in the air, ie in the gap and the slots. To apply the method we have to divide the study area into rectangular regions interconnected and, by applying the superposition principle, obtain the potential in each region as a sum of potentials generated by each of its boundary conditions. This requires knowing the potential in all boundaries delimiting each rectangular region.
When we study the slotted machine we have to take into account the relative position of the edge of the magnet on the stator. Therefore, we will distinguish four situations:  Partial tooth: the edge of the magnet is in front of a tooth of the machine  Full slot: the edge of the magnet faces the beginning of a slot  Partial slot: the edge of the magnet is in front of a slot machine  Full tooth: the edge of the magnet faces the beginning of a tooth A. Partial tooth:
In this situation, the edge of the magnet is in front of a tooth of the machine ( fig. 7) . If we consider a machine pole, we can divide the region under study in seven rectangular regions. Known stator scalar potential ( 0 v  ) and the magnet surface scalar potential ( 0 v V  ), we must only know the potential of the common borders to adjacent regions in order to calculate the potential in each of the seven regions. Since two adjacent regions (ie regions III and IV) have a common boundary (IJ), the scalar potential and its spatial derivatives must be continuous across the boundary.
The problem is therefore, solved in two steps [18] :
 Assume an arbitrary potential distribution along the boundaries (AB, CD, .... VW) in terms of some unknown Fourier coefficients. Solve the field equations in each region.  Obtain the unknown coefficients by matching the normal derivate of the potential function along each boundary (AB, CD, .... VW). Figure 8 shows the corresponding field problem. Table 1 for the values of the geometric parameters.
As an example, we show the expressions obtained for the scalar potential in the region III. With the x-y coordinates system fixed at G as shown, let the potential across GH assumed to be given by:
and let the potential across IJ assumed to be given by: 
Following the principle of superposition, the expression of this potential has three terms: the potential due to the magnet and the potential caused by GH and IJ boundaries.
The expressions of the magnetic flux density components in region III can be obtained using equations (6) and (9) .
Applying this procedure to all regions, we get the expression of the scalar potential in each one of them. The determination of the unknown Fourier coefficients is performed by matching the normal derivatives of the potential function on both sides of each boundary. Equating these derivatives in a number of values of y, we obtain a system of equations whose solution gives us the Fourier coefficients of the potential distributions of each of the boundaries.
The method is applied similarly to the three remaining cases (full slot, partial slot and full tooth).
B.
Full slot: Figure 9 shows the field problem for the case of full slot.
The region corresponding to a pole is divided into 6 rectangular regions interconnected. C. Partial slot: Figure 10 shows the field problem for the case of partial slot. The region corresponding to a pole is divided into 7 rectangular regions interconnected. Figure 11 shows the field problem for the case of full teeth. The region corresponding to a pole is divided into 6 rectangular regions interconnected. 
D. Full teeth:

E. Motion:
In the field problem for partial slot and partial tooth (Figs. 8 and 10 ), we have introduced the parameter z, which allows us to easily implement motion in the tangential direction. In both figures, if we vary z from 1 to 0, the rotor will move to the right (if the movement is to the left, the variation of z is from 0 to 1). We define the offset as the displacement between the initial position (center of the tooth) and the left edge of the magnet. Table 2 shows the offset's expressions for each case. After about a pitch slot ( s t s    ), the field values in the next pitch slot can be deduced from the field values of the preceding pitch slot. 
Results and Comparison with Finite
Element Method Analysis.
In order to verify the expressions obtained by the previous calculations, some 3D FEM simulations have been made with FLUX3D software. The numerical values of the main parameters are given in Table 1 . Fig.  12 shows a comparison between the scalar magnetic potential at the top of the gap, at the middle of the gap and over the magnet surface for the analytical proposed method and the FEM analysis. In view of the results shown, it can be seen that there are differences between the values found by analytical and FEM, mainly caused by imposing the potential on the surface of the magnet is uniform and equal to Vo. In section 2, studying the smooth machine, we obtained that the potential on the surface of the magnet in the vicinity of the edges smoothly tended towards zero. To implement this trend, we represent the surface potential of the magnet by hyperbolic tangent function, which will allow us to smoothly reduce the value of Vo in the neighborhood of the edges of the magnet. Fig. 14 shows a comparison between the scalar magnetic potential at the top of the gap, at the middle of the gap and over the magnet surface for the analytical proposed method and the FEM analysis using hyperbolic tangent function. Figure 15 compares the analytically and FEM magnetic flux density components at the top of the gap with hyperbolic tangent function. 
Conclusion
A general analytical model for the analysis of an axial flux permanent magnet machine with slots at no load was presented. The proposed method solves the Laplace equation in the gap of an slotted machine via magnetic scalar potential in an interconnected rectangular regions.
Having found the scalar potential, we obtain the components of the flux density. The analytical results obtained by the model were compared with those obtained by FEM. The use of the hyperbolic tangent profile allows us to model the potential at the surface of the magnet and improve results. Once the magnetic scalar potential is defined, other parameters, such us the magnetic flux crossing any given area, the induced electromagnetic force or the cogging torque could be computed. In addition to permanent magnet machines, this technique can be applied to any 2D geometry with the restriction that the geometry should consist of rectangular regions.
